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Abstract 
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A bicircular matroid is a matroid defined on the edge set of a graph. Two different graphs can 
have the same bicircular matroid. The first result of this paper is a characterization of the collec- 
tion of graphs having the same bicircular matroid as a given arbitrary graph. A bicircular matroid 
can be represented by a matrix over the real numbers that has at most two nonzeros per column. 
Such a matrix can be viewed as an incidence matrix of a graph. The second result of this paper 
is that given almost any (in a sense to be made precise) collection of graphs G,, . . . , G, having the 
same bicircular matroid M, there exist row-equivalent matrices NI, . . , N, each representing M, 
such that N, is an incidence matrix of G, for 1 <is t. These results form the basis for an 
algorithm (presented in a subsequent paper) that under certain conditions converts a given linear- 
programming problem to a generalized-network flow problem. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and for Zc E define G[1] to be the edge-induced 
subgraph of G. The collection 
{Zr E / each component of G[I] has at most one cycle) 
is the collection of independent sets of a matroid on E. This matroid is called the 
bicircular matroid of G and is denoted by B(G). A matroid iV is bicircular if there 
exists a graph G such that M=B(G). The graph G is a representation of M. 
Let G and G’ be graphs on the same edge set. If B(G) =B(G’), then what is the 
relationship between G and G’? They need not be equal as shown by the graphs in 
Fig. 1. Section 4 of this paper answers this question by showing there exists a small 
set of operations that when applied to G produce G’. For example, in Fig. 1, G’ is 
obtained from G by the operation “replace edge 1 by a loop at one of its ends”. 
This graph representation result is the first of the two main results of the paper. 
Let A be a matrix having columns indexed on a set E. Then M(A) denotes the 
matroid on E such that a subset of E is independent in M(A) if and only if the cor- 
responding columns are linearly independent. A matroid M is matric if there exists 
a matrix A such that M=M(A). The matrix A is a representation of M(A), 
Matrices A and A’ are row-equivalent if there exists a nonsingular matrix T such 
that A’= TA. Clearly, if A is a row-equivalent to A’, then M(A) = M(A’). The con- 
verse is in general not true. 
As shown in the next section, every bicircular matroid has a matrix representation 
N such that N has either one or two nonzeros per column. Such a matrix is called 
a generalized-incidence matrix, for associated with such a matrix is a graph that is 
constructed as follows. Each column corresponds to an edge and each row to a 
vertex. The set of ends of an edge is given by the nonzero entries of the correspon- 
ding column. In Section 5, the above representation result is strengthened by show- 
ing that for almost any (in a sense to be made precise) collection of graphs 
G,, . . . , G, having the same bicircular matroid M, there exist row-equivalent 
matrices N r, . . . ,N, each representing M such that N, is a generalized-incidence 
matrix of Gj for 1 I is t. This matrix representation result is the second main result 
of the paper. 
Fig. I 
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The graph representation result and the matrix representation result form the 
theoretical basis of an algorithm that under certain conditions converts a linear- 
programming problem to a generalized-network flow problem. The algorithm will 
be the topic of a subsequent paper. This subsequent paper as well as the present 
paper are based on the Ph.D. dissertation of de1 Greco [3]. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes a relationship between 
bicircular matroids and the class of linear-programming problems known as 
generalized-network flow problems. Section 3 contains the necessary background 
material. Section 4 contains the results on graph representations of bicircular 
matroids and Section 5 contains the results on matrix representations. Some related 
problems are remarked upon in Section 6. 
2. A connection with linear programming 
There exists a connection between bicircular matroids and linear programming. 
In particular, bicircular matroids are related to the constraint matrices of those 
linear-programming problems called generalized-network flow problems (Kenn- 
ington and Helgason [6]) or flows-with-gain problems (Gondran and Minoux [5]). 
A generalized-network flow problem is a linear-programming problem the con- 
straint matrix of which has either one or two nonzeros per column. 
To make the above relationship clear, a more general class of matroids is in- 
troduced. Let D = (V’,A) be a directed graph and let g(e) be a nonzero real number 
assigned to arc e, called the gain of e. A unicycle of D is a non-loop cycle such that 
the product of the gains of the forward arcs divided by that of the reverse arcs is 
1. Zaslavsky [15] showed that the set (1~4 jD[I] has no unicycle and each compo- 
nent of D[I] has at most one cycle} is the collection of independent sets of a matroid 
on A, called the gain matroid of (D, g). A matroid M is a gain matroid if there exists 
a directed graph D and a function g such that Mis the gain matroid of (0, g). Zaslav- 
sky [14] also observed the following. 
Proposition 2.1. Bicircular matroids are gain matroids. 
Proof. Let A4 be a bicircular matroid and let G be a graph such that M= B(G). Let 
D be the directed graph obtained by arbitrarily assigning directions to the edges of 
G. Where ei, . . . . e,,, is an enumeration of the arcs of D, define g(e,)=ith prime 
number, for 1 ~i~rn. Then (D,g) has no unicycles. a 
Proposition 2.2. Let D = (V, A) be a directed graph and let g : A --) R - {O}. Then the 
gain matroid of (0, g) has a matrix representation N over the reals such that N has 
either one or two nonzeros per column. 
Proof. Define N to be a generalized-incidence matrix associated with D as follows: 
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I 
-1, if vertex i is the tail of arc j, 
nij = g(j), if vertex i is the head of arc j and arc j is not a loop, 
0, otherwise. 
Using straightforward linear algebra it can now be verified that the set of bases of 
N coincides with the set of bases of the gain matroid of (D,g). (This has been done 
in the context of generalized-network linear programming-see, e.g., Kennington 
and Helgason [6, Chapter 51.) 0 
The above two propositions imply that bicircular matroids are the matroids of the 
constraint matrices of generalized-network flow problems having no unicycles. 
Generalized-network flow models are important for at least two reasons. First, 
they have several applications, and second, they can be solved efficiently in practice; 
see Kennington and Helgason [6]. In addition, Goldberg, Plotkin and Tardos [4] 
have developed a polynomial-time combinatorial algorithm for a subclass of gener- 
alized-network flow problems. 
Because of their efficient solvability, a natural problem to consider is whether an 
arbitrary linear-programming problem can be somehow converted to a generalized- 
network flow problem. For example, if A is the constraint matrix of a linear pro- 
gramming problem P, and if there exists a nonsingular matrix T such that TA has 
at most two nonzeros per column, then a solution to P is readily obtained by solving 
a certain generalized-network flow problem having constraint matrix TA. 
Because matrices A and TA have the same matric matroid, the study of the 
matroids of generalized-network-constraint matrices may prove useful in the 
development of such a conversion procedure. Indeed, this was the motivation for 
many of the results of this paper. A polynomial-time algorithm that, under certain 
conditions, produces a matrix Tlike the one above is described in de1 Greco [3], and 
will appear in a subsequent paper. Using a different approach Shull, Orlin, Shuchat 
and Gardner [8,9] and Shull, Shuchat, Orlin and Gardner [lo] have independently 
developed such an algorithm. 
3. Background material 
Many facts about bicircular matroids can be found in [7,1 l-151. Given a graph 
G = (V,E) the circuits of B(G), which are called the bicycles of G, are the edge sets 
of subgraphs of G that are a subdivision of one of the graphs of Fig. 2. The rank 
Fig. 2. 
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of a set A c E is given by r(A) = / V(G[A])j - / T(G[A])J, where T(G[A]) is the set of 
acyclic components of G[A]. A subset of E is a cocircuit of B(G) if it is a minimal 
set of edges the deletion of which increases the number of acyclic components, 
where an isolated vertex counts as an acyclic component. 
In [7, 131 a study of matroid connectivity in bicircular matroids was under- 
taken. Let M be a matroid on E having rank function r. A partition {E1,E2} 
of E is a k-separation of A4, for a positive integer k, if 1 El 12 k< lE21 and 
r(E,) + r(E,) - r(E) = k - 1. The matroid M is n-connected, for a positive integer n, 
if it has no k-separation for any k<n. Every matroid is l-connected. Thus, a con- 
nected matroid is one that is 2-connected. Alternatively, connected matroids are 
characterized as those matroids in which every pair of elements is contained in a 
circuit. 
The next result is from Wagner [ 131; the connected case was also proved by 
Matthews [7]. A cut vertex of a connected graph is one the deletion of which pro- 
duces a disconnected graph. A polygon is a connected graph every vertex of which 
has degree 2. 
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a connected graph with at least three vertices. Then B(G) 
is connected if and only if G is not a polygon and has no degree-l vertices, and B(G) 
is 3-connected if and on/y if G has no vertex that is either a cut vertex, a vertex of 
degree less than 3 or a vertex incident to more than one loop. 
Finally, some graph definitions are given. The symbol “ \ ” denotes deletion. The 
star of a vertex u in G is the set of edges of G incident to u, denoted by St,(u). For 
a proper subgraph H of G = (V, E) the set of vertices common to Hand G [E - E(H)] 
are the vertices of attachment of H. By convention, if H= G, then every vertex is 
a vertex of attachment. Cycles and paths are regarded as edge sets, but, when conve- 
nient, are equated with the subgraphs they induce. 
A block of G is a maximal subgraph satisfying the property that every pair of 
edges is contained in a cycle. An end-block of G is a block H having exactly one 
vertex of attachment, called the tip of H. By convention, if G is a block, then G 
is an end-block of itself and every vertex of G is a tip of G. 
A balloon of G is a maximal set of edges B such that G[B] is a subdivision of 
one of the graphs in Fig. 3 and the vertex of attachment of G[B] is U, where u is 
the indicated vertex. A line of G is a set of edges not contained in a balloon, that 
forms a path, the internal vertices of which have degree 2 in G and the end vertices 
of which have degree at least 3. Observe that if B(G) is connected and E is not a 
bicycle, then for each edge there exists a unique line or balloon containing that edge. 
Fig. 3 
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4. Graph representations 
4.1. The operations 
This section begins with a description of operations that, if applied to a given 
graph, produce a graph with the same bicircular matroid. Throughout the section 
G = (KE) denotes a connected graph. 
Let S be a line of G having end vertices u and u. Let e be the unique edge of S 
incident to u. Define G’to be the graph obtained from G by redefining the incidence 
relation of e so that e is incident to a vertex w # u of S instead of u. Then G’ is ob- 
tained from G by a rolling of S away from u, and G is obtained from G’ by an 
unrolling of S to u. Observe that S is a balloon of G’. 
The next two theorems were first proved by Wagner [13] for the case when B(G) 
is 3-connected. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G and G’ be graphs such that B(G) is connected and G’ is obtain- 
ed from G by a rolling of a line S away from the vertex u. Then B(G) = B(G’) if 
and only if there exists an end-block H of G such that S c E(H), u is a tip of H and 
every cycle of H contains u. 
Proof. ( => ) Since B(G) is connected, S is properly contained in some cycle of G, 
implying that S c E(H), for some block H of G. Let {u, u} be the vertices of attach- 
ment of S. 
Suppose that either H is not an end-block or u is not a vertex of attachment of 
H or there is a cycle of H that does not contain u. Each of these cases implies the 
existence of a cycle C that does not contain u. (In the first two cases, C can be taken 
to be a cycle of G \ E(H).) Now, where P is a path from u to C that does not contain 
u, C U P U S is a bicycle of G’ and not of G, a contradiction. 
(t) Clearly it suffices to consider those bicycles of G and G’ that contain S. More- 
over, bicycles of G (respectively G’) that contain S and some edge of G\E(H) are 
readily seen to be bicycles of G’ (respectively G), since such bicycles meet H\S in 
precisely a path from u to u. 
Let K be a bicycle of G contained in H and containing S. Since each cycle of H 
contains u, K-S consists of a cycle C containing u together with a path from C to 
u. Now clearly K is a bicycle of G’. Similarly, each bicycle of G’ contained in Hand 
containing S is a bicycle of G. 0 
Let u be a vertex incident to exactly three lines in G, and let L1, L, and L, be the 
lines of G having end vertex u. Suppose the other end vertex of L, is u, and the 
other end of L, and L, is wfu. Let et be the edge of L, incident to u, and let e2 
be the edge of L2 incident to w. Define G’to be the graph obtained from G redefin- 
ing the incidence relations of et and e, so that e, is incident to w instead of ~1, and 
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e2 is incident to u instead of w. Then G’ is obtained from G by a rotation of L, and 
L, at the vertex u. 
The proof of the next result is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 and is left to the 
reader. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G and G’ be graphs such that B(G) is connected and G’ is obtain- 
ed from G by a rotation of lines L, and L2 at v. Then B(G) = B(G’) if and only if 
there exists an end-block H of G such that L := U,3=, L; is contained in E(H), u is 
a tip of H and every cycle of H\L contains u, where L, is the line having the same 
ends as L, and u is the end of L, not equal to v. 
Let S be a line (respectively balloon) of a graph G. Let G’ be a graph obtained 
from G by replacing S with another line (respectively balloon) on the same edge set 
and having the same vertices (respectively vertex) of attachment. Then G’ is obtain- 
ed from G by a replacement. In addition, if E(G) = E(G’) and E(G) is a bicycle of 
G and G’, then G’ is obtained from G by a replacement. Since every bicycle of G 
either contains S or is disjoint from S, the next result follows. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G and G’ be graphs such that G’ is obtained from G by a replace- 
ment. Then B(G) = B(G’). 
Rollings, unrollings, rotations and replacements are operations. If G’ is obtained 
from G by an operation and B(G) = B(G’), then the operation is legitimate. (All 
replacements are legitimate.) A graph G” is r-equivalent o G if there exist graphs 
G,,G2,..., G, such that G = G,, G”= G, and G;, 1 is obtained from G; by a 
legitimate operation, for 1 I ir t - 1. Define two graphs to be b-equivalent if they 
have the same bicircular matroid. Thus, r-equivalence implies b-equivalence. The 
converse is almost true. However, there does exist a well-defined class of graphs for 
which the converse does not hold; this class is characterized in the next section. 
4.2. Preliminary lemmas 
This section is devoted to characterizing a class of pairs of graphs that are excep- 
tions to the statement “b-equivalent graphs are r-equivalent.” The next two results 
are technical lemmas. 
Let S be a balloon of a graph G and let C be the unique cycle of S. Let e = uu 
be an edge of C such that the degree of u in G is greater than 2. Consider the graph 
G’ that is obtained by redefining the incidence relation of e such that e is a loop at 
u. Then G’ is obtained from G by a replacement of S, called a contraction. 
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a graph such that B(G) is connected. Then there exists a 
graph representation H of B(G) such that the star of every vertex of H is a cocircuit 
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of B(G). Moreover, H is obtained from G by a sequence of legitimate rollings and 
contractions. 
Proof. Let u be a vertex of G such that its star is not a cocircuit. Then G\sto(o) 
has more than one acyclic component. Let F be such a component that is not equal 
to u. Then there exists an end-block K of G containing F. Moreover, u is a tip of 
K and every cycle of K contains u. Let e be any edge of K incident to u. If e is in 
a line S, then roll S away from u. By Theorem 4.1, this rolling is legitimate. If e 
is in a balloon S, then contract S. Continuing in this way produces H. 0 
An easy proof of the next lemma is in [ 131. 
Lemma 4.5. Let G = (V E) be a graph with 1 V 113, and let D be a cocircuit of B(G). 
If B(G[E - D]) is connected, then D is the star of a vertex of G. 
Observe that a pair of b-equivalent graphs having at most two vertices are r- 
equivalent. The next two lemmas handle the cases when the graphs have three or 
four vertices and the bicircular matroid is 3-connected. For a vertex u of a graph 
H, define A, = E(H) - stH(u). 
Lemma 4.6. Let G and G’ be b-equivalent, but not r-equivalent, graphs such that 
( V(G)/ = 3 and B(G) is 3-connected. Then G is the graph of Fig. 4(a) and G’ is the 
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graph of Fig. 4(b) (with the indicated edge labels), or both G and G’ are the graph 
of Fig. 4(c). (Note any labeling of the edges of the graph of Fig. 4(c) yields the same 
bicircular matroid.) 
Proof. Let H (respectively H’) be the graph obtained by applying Lemma 4.4 to 
G (respectively G’). Then Hand H’ are b-equivalent, but not r-equivalent. It suf- 
fices to prove the lemma for Hand H’; since none of the graphs of Fig. 4 have loops 
it will follow that G= H and G’=H’. 
Let V(H) = {x, y,z> and V(H’) = {x’, y’,z’}. First suppose lAXI, IA_,, L 3. Since 
lAxI 2 3, WOLI) is connected. Thus, by Lemma 4.5, St&x) is the star of some 
vertex, say x’, of H’. Likewise, stH(y) is the star of y’. If lAzl 2 3, then 
St,(z) = St&z’), implying H= H’. Otherwise, lAzl 52, and since an edge must join 
x toy, by 3-connectivity of B(G), there is at most one loop, sayp, at x or at y. Now, 
St&z’) C stH(z) U {p}. Clearly if stH(z’) #stH(z), then H is obtained from H’ by a 
sequence of rollings at z’. 
Suppose IA,1 r3 and lAYI, lAzl 12. Then there are at most four edges not join- 
ing y and z. Moreover, the 3-connectivity of B(G) implies there exist edges joining 
x to y and x to z. Thus, there is only a small number of possibilities for H, and 
likewise for H’. These are easily checked. 
Similarly, if IA,l, lAYI, lAzl 52, then the result is easily checked. In particular, 
the 3-connectivity implies there are edges joining all three pairs of vertices of Hand 
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Lemma 4.1. Let G and G’ be b-equivalent, but not r-equivalent, graphs such that 
1 V(G)1 = 4 and B(G) is 3-connected. Then G is the graph of Fig. 5(a) and G’ is the 
graph of Fig. 5(b) (with the indicated edge labels), or both G and G’ are one of the 
graphs of Fig. 5(c). (Note any labeling of the edges of the graphs of Fig. S(c) yields 
the same bicircular matroid.) 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.6, apply Lemma 4.4 to G and G’ to obtain H 
and H’, respectively. Let V(H) = {w, x, y, z} and V(H’) = ( w’,x’, y’, z’}. If St,(w), 
St&) and stH( y) are stars of H’, then H and H’ are r-equivalent, a contradiction. 
Thus, by Lemma 4.5 assume B(H[A,]) and B(H[A,]) are not connected. By Pro- 
position 3.1, H[A,] either is a triangle or has a degree-l vertex. Likewise for 
H&l. 
Suppose H[A,] is a triangle. By the 3-connectivity of B(H) there is an edge from 
y to every other vertex. Therefore H[A,] is also a triangle. Now His easily seen to 
be the graph of Fig. 5(a) or the graph on the left of Fig. 5(c). So, by symmetry, it 
can be assumed that both H[A,] and H[A,] have a degree-l vertex. Suppose first 
that z has degree 1 in H[A,]. Then H has at least two edges yz. Without loss of 
generality, assume xz EE(H). Then WXEE(H) and wy EE(H). Now y must have 
degree 1 in H[A,]. It follows that either H has at least one edge parallel to wx, or 
the only other edges are loops at w and x. In the latter case, His the graph in Fig. 
6 and one can check that H is the unique representation for B(H). In the former 
case, His the graph on the right in Fig. 5(c), unless there are more than two edges 
yz or more than two edges xw or a loop at w or x. Each of these three alternatives 
implies His the unique representation for B(H) or any two representations of B(H) 
are r-equivalent (using only rotations). 
Now assume that z is not degree 1 in H[A,]. Assume x is degree 1 in H[A,]. 
Then there are at least two edges xy. Suppose first that XZEE(H). Then both 
wz E E(H) and wy E E(H). Thus, w is degree 1 in H[A,], implying there are at least 
two edges wz. If there are more than two xy edges, more than two wz edges, or there 
is a loop at y or z, then, as above, any two representations of B(H) are r-equivalent. 
It follows that H is the graph on the right in Fig. 5(c). Finally, assume xz@E(H). 
Then WXEE(H), yz EE(H), and w is degree 1 in H[A,]. It follows that there are 
at least two edges wz. If there is exactly one edge yz, then as before, His the graph 
on the right in Fig. 5(c). Otherwise, there are at least two edges yz. If there are more 
than two edges xy or wz, or if there is a loop at y or z, then His the unique represen- 
tation of B(H). It follows that H is the graph in Fig. 5(b). Cl 
Lemma 4.9 below yields a slight extension of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. Lemma 4.8 
is needed in the proof of Lemma 4.9. 
Lemma 4.8. Let G and G’ be b-equivalent graphs such that B(G) is connected and 
E(G) is not a bicycle. Then S c E(G) is a line or balloon of G if and only if it is 
a line or balloon of G’. 
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Fig. 6 
Proof. The lemma will follow from the following characterization: S is contained 
in a line or balloon of G if and only if every bicycle of G either contains S or has 
empty intersection with S. 
The “only if” part is trivial. To show the “if” part let S c E(G) be such that every 
bicycle of G either contains S or has empty intersection with S. Let e, f E S. Since 
B(G) has no single-element cocircuit, the pair {e, f} is a cocircuit. Now using the 
graphic characterization of the cocircuits of B(G) and the fact that E(G) is not a 
bicycle, it is easily seen that e and f are in the same line or balloon. 0 
A graph is cosimple if each line is an edge and each balloon is a loop. If G is a 
graph such that B(G) is connected and E(G) is not a bicycle, then associated with 
G is a unique (up to edge names) cosimple graph, denoted by G, obtained by replac- 
ing each line by an edge and each balloon by a loop. The graph G is an extension 
of G. If E(G) is a bicycle, then G is defined to be the graph on one vertex with two 
edges. 
Lemma 4.9. Let G and H be b-equivalent graphs. Then G and H are r-equivalent 
if and only if G and I7 are r-equivalent. 
Proof. (-) Straightforward. 
(-) If E(G) is a bicycle, then the result is true by definition of replacement. Sup- 
pose otherwise. Since G and A are r-equivalent there exists a sequence of graphs 
G,,G’z )...) G, such that G = G, , H= Gt and Gj+, is obtained from G, by a legitimate 
operation, for 15 is t - 1. 
Suppose G2 is obtained from G, by a rolling of the edge e away from the vertex 
u. The edge e corresponds to a unique line L of G. Define Gi = G and G2 to be the 
graph obtained by a rolling of L away from u. Clearly this rolling is legitimate. 
Moreover, G2 is an extension of G2. In the case that G2 is obtained from G, by an 
unrolling or rotation, G, is similarly defined. 
By repeating the above procedure there exists a sequence of graphs G,, . . . , G, 
such that G,, 1 is obtained from Gj by a legitimate operation and Gj is an extension 
of (7;. Evidently G, and H are b-equivalent and are both extensions of R. More- 
over, by Lemma 4.8, H is obtained from G, by a sequence of replacements. 0 
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Define % to be the class of graphs, each of which is an extension of one of the 
graphs in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5. Then Lemmas 4.6-4.9 imply that if G and G’ are b- 
equivalent graphs from 9, then G and G’ are r-equivalent if and only if G’ is obtained 
from G by a sequence of replacements. 
4.3. The main theorem 
In this section it is proved that two b-equivalent graphs are either r-equivalent or 
they are in %. The following special case of this result was proved by Wagner [13]. 
Theorem 4.10. Let G and G’ be b-equivalent graphs such that B(G) is 3-connected 
and 1 V(G)/ = / V(G’)I 25. Then G and G’ are r-equivalent. 
The main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 4.11. Let G and G’ be b-equivalent graphs such that B(G) is connected. 
Then either G and G’ are r-equivalent or G and G’ are in FJ. 
The proof will be postponed. By Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 and 4.9 and Theorem 4.10 the 
above theorem is true when the cosimplification of G has a 3-connected bicircular 
matroid. In the case that the cosimplification of G is not 3-connected, Proposition 
3.1 implies that there exists a partition {EI,E2} of E(G) such that neither E, nor El 
is contained in a line or balloon, and G[E,] has exactly one vertex of attachment. 
A natural step at this point would be to decompose G and G’ using the partition 
{E1,E2} and apply induction. However, {E1,E2} may not be nice in that G’[E,] 
may have more than one vertex of attachment. Thus, the first step is to show that 
there exists a partition {E,, E2} such that G[E,] and G’[E,] have exactly one vertex 
of attachment. 
Lemma 4.12. Let G and G’ be b-equivalent graphssuch that B(G) is not 3-connected. 
Then there exists a partition {E,, E2} of E(G) such that IE, / 2 2 I IE2\ and both 
G[E,] and G’[E,] have exactly one vertex of attachment. 
Proof. Since B(G) is not 3-connected, by Proposition 3.1 there exists a partition 
{E,, &I of E(G) such that IE, 12 2 5 iE2 1, G[E,] has exactly one vertex of attach- 
ment and neither E, nor E, is contained in a line or balloon. Among all such parti- 
tions assume {E,, E,} is chosen so that (Et ( is minimum. By Lemma 4.8 neither E, 
nor El is contained in a line or balloon of G’. 
Since E, is not contained in a balloon, G[E,] is not a polygon. Since lE, 1 is 
minimum, G[E,] cannot have a degree-l vertex. Thus, by Proposition 3.1, B(G[E,]) 
is connected implying B(G’[E,]) is connected. 
Now it is straightforward to check that {E,, E,} is a 2-separation of B(G) = B(G’) 
implying 
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I UG'[E,I)n V'(G'LW = 1 T(G'[E,l)l + I T(G’&l)l + 1. 
Since B(G’[E,]) is connected, 1 T(G’[E,])/ =O. 
Every component of T(G’[E,]) must have at least two vertices in V(G’[E,])n 
k’(G’[E,]) since G’ has no degree-l vertices. Thus, 
I VG’EN + 1221 UG’bW 
which implies IT(G’[E,])J I 1. If 1T(G’[E,])I = 1, then G’[E,] is a path with 
V’(G’[Ei])fl V(G’[&]) equal to the vertices of attachment of G’[E,]. Therefore, E2 
is contained in a line or balloon of G’, a contradiction. Hence, I T(G’[E,])I =0 im- 
plying {E1,E2} is the desired partition. 0 
One final lemma before proving the main theorem. 
Lemma 4.13. Let G and G’ be r-equivalent graphs such that e is a loop of both G 
and G’. Then G’ is obtainable from G by a sequence of graphs each obtained from 
its predecessor by a legitimate operation such that e is a loop in every graph of the 
sequence. 
Proof. If E(G) is a bicycle, then the result is true, suppose not. Since G and G’ are 
r-equivalent there exists a sequence of graphs, G,, . . . , G,, such that G = Gi, 
G’=G,, and G;,, is obtained from Gj by a legitimate operation, for 15 is t- 1. 
Suppose that for all such sequences, there is a k such that in Gk, e is not a loop. 
Choose the sequence so that k is maximum, subject to t being minimum. 
Let S be the unique balloon of GkP, containing e. Then Gk is obtained from 
Gk_ I by unrolling S to a vertex u. Let J be the end-block of Gk containing S. By 
Theorem 4.1, every cycle of J contains u, which is a tip of J. By maximality of k, 
each remaining operation in the sequence is a rolling or a rotation involving only 
edges in J. 
First suppose the next two operations are rollings and/or unrollings. Consider the 
rolling of a line P, say, away from vertex x, that takes G, to G,, 1. (This operation 
is in fact a rolling, since J has no balloons.) If xf u, then both x and u are contained 
in every cycle of J, implying J consists of internally disjoint (x, u)-paths and the 
lemma is easily seen to be true. Thus, x= u. Assume the ends of P in Gk are x and 
u. Consider the next operation, taking Gk+i to Gk+Z. Suppose this operation is a 
rolling of a line away from some vertex w. Then by Theorem 4.1, G, = J, w = u, 
and every cycle of GktI \ P contains U. Since every cycle of Gk + , \ P contains u, 
Gk+, \P consists of internally disjoint (u, u)-paths, and the lemma follows. 
Assume, therefore, the operation taking Gk+ I to Gk+Z is an unrolling, necessarily 
of the line P, to some vertex w (w# u, by minimality of t). Then G,=J, and in 
Gk+, \ P, every cycle contains w and u, implying Gk+, \ P consists of internally dis- 
joint (u, w)-paths, one of which is S. Now it can be seen that Gk+* can be obtained 
from Gk by a single rotation at U, contradicting minimality of t. 
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Now assume the next operation is a rolling of a line P followed by a rotation at 
a vertex W. Let L,, L, and L3 be the lines of the rotation, where the ends of L, are 
w and z and the ends of L, and L3 are w and y. Let L = L, U L2 U L, , and define J’ 
to be the block of G,, , containing L. Note that P contains an end-block and J’ (by 
Theorem 4.2) is an end-block of G,, t. Thus, Gk = J. Also, every cycle of J’\L 
contains z, and z is a tip of J’. Since every cycle of J contains u, every cycle of J’ 
contains u. Thus, UE V(J’[L, UL,]). Since u is the end of the line S in G,, either 
u =y or u = w. If LI = w, then J’\ L is a path joining y and z. Since L, is a line with 
end z, the vertex of attachment of the balloon P must be z. Thus, Gk_ 1 consists of 
four lines - two (w,z)-paths, a (y,z)-path, and a (w, y)-path - and the balloon S 
having vertex of attachment y. On the other hand, if u =y, then every cycle of J’ \ L 
contains both y and z, implying J’\L consists of internally disjoint (y,z)-paths. 
Now, in Gk_, , P is a line with ends y and z, and S is a balloon at w or z. It is now 
straightforward to check that G, can be obtained from Gk_, by a sequence of rota- 
tions, a contradiction. 
The final case is when the operation applied to Gk is a rotation. The analysis 
here is very similar to the previous case, and thus omitted. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Let {Et,&} be a partition of E(G) whose existence is pro- 
vided by Lemma 4.12. Let u (respectively u’) be the vertex of attachment of G[E,] 
(respectively G’[E,]). Define G; to be the graph obtained from G[Ei], i= 1,2, by 
adding a loop e$E(G) incident to u. Define GI, i= 1,2, analogously. Then B(G,) 
and B(G,) are connected. Moreover B(G,) =B(G;) and B(G,) =B(G;). Observe 
that Gr, Gz, G;, G; $ $9 since none of the graphs in g have loops. Therefore, by in- 
duction, G, is r-equivalent to G;, and G, is r-equivalent to G;. Now by applying 
Lemma 4.13 to G; and G,, and the loop e, it is straightforward to check that any 
operation used in obtaining G; from Gt can be “lifted” to a legitimate operation 
to be used in obtaining G’ from G. Likewise for G; and Gz. 0 
5. Matrix representations 
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, bicircular matroids are representable over the real 
numbers. In particular, given b-equivalent graphs G and G’, there exist generalized- 
incidence matrices N and N’ of G and G’, respectively, such that M(N) = M(N’) = 
B(G). If B(G) is binary, then a well-known result (see e.g. Bixby and Cunningham 
[l]) says that N’= TND, where T and D are nonsingular and D is diagonal. How- 
ever, bicircular matroids are, in general, not binary since the matroid Uj is bicir- 
cular. (A representation of Vi is given by two vertices joined by four edges.) 
The main result of this section is for any collection of r-equivalent graphs 
G,, . . . . G, there exist row-equivalent matrices N,, . . . , Nt such that N, is a generalized- 
incidence matrix of G;, for 15 is t. The proof will be via a sequence of lemmas 
and propostions. 
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Proposition 5.1. Let A be a full-row-rank m x n matrix such that M(A) is bicircular. 
Let G be a graph representation of M(A) such that the star of every vertex of G is 
a cocircuit. Then there exists a unique (up to row scaling) matrix T such that TA 
is a generalized-incidence matrix of G. 
Proof. Denote by Hi the set of columns of A corresponding to edges of G not inci- 
dent to vertex i. Since the star of every vertex is a cocircuit, H, is a hyperplane of 
M(A), implying the linear rank of H, is m - 1. 
Consider the system t,H,= 0. Since H, is a hyperplane, the system has a unique 
nonzero solution, up to scaling, say 6. Then the support of <A is precisely the set 
of edges incident to vertex i. Define T to be the matrix whose ith row is 6. Then 
T is the desired matrix. 0 
The above result has two drawbacks. First, not every graph G satisfies the property 
that the star of every vertex is a cocircuit of B(G). Second, the matrix T may be 
singular. 
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a full-row-rank matrix such that M(A) is bicircular. Assume 
M(A) has a graph representation G such that G has a loop or a pair of vertex- 
disjoint cycles. If T is a matrix such that TA is a generalized-incidence matrix of 
G, then T is nonsingular. 
Proof. It suffices to show that TA has full row rank, or equivalently, M(TA)= 
M(A). 
First suppose G has a loop. Let F be the set of columns of TA corresponding to 
a spanning tree of G plus a loop. Then IFI = / I/ I. Moreover, since the rows and 
columns of F may be permuted to form a triangular matrix, each diagonal element 
of which is nonzero, F is independent. 
Now suppose G has two vertex-disjoint cycles, C, and C,. Extend Cr to a span- 
ning tree plus one edge, and let F be the corresponding set of columns of TA. The 
rank of F is either ( V 1 or 1 I/ ( - 1; moreover, F has rank ( I/ / - 1 if and only if the 
columns corresponding to C, are dependent. Suppose TA does not have full row 
rank. Then TA has rank 1 VI - 1, and both C, and C, correspond to dependent sets 
of columns of TA. Since TA has rank ) V ) - 1, one row may be added to obtain a 
matrix representing M(A). But since C1 and C, are vertex disjoint, the addition of 
any row leaves the columns corresponding to C, UC, dependent contradicting the 
fact that M(A) = B(G). 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let A be a full-row-rank matrix such that M(A) is bicircular. Let G 
and G’ be graph representations of M(A) such that G’ is obtained from G by a line 
replacement. If T is a nonsingular matrix such that TA is a generalized-incidence 
matrix of G, then there exists a nonsingular matrix T’such that T’A is a generalized- 
incidence matrix of G’. 
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Proof. Let et and e2 be edges incident to a degree-2 vertex u of G. Then it suffices 
to assume that G’ is obtained from G by interchanging e, and e2. 
Let ur and u2 be the other ends, in G, of e, and e2. Let N= TA. Then a full-row- 
rank matrix N’ that is a generalized-incidence matrix of G’ can be obtained from 
N by subtracting off appropriate multiples of row u from rows or and 02. 0 
The following theorem is useful in the linear-programming application discussed 
in Section 2. 
Theorem 5.4. Let A be a full-row-rank matrix such that M(A) is bicircular and con- 
nected. Let G, and G, be r-equivalent graph representations of M(A). If there ex- 
ists a generalized-incidence matrix N, of G, that is row-equivalent o A, then there 
exists a generalized-incidence matrix N2 of G2 that is row-equivalent o A. 
Proof. Suppose the star of every vertex of G2 is a cocircuit. If G, has a loop or a 
pair of vertex-disjoint cycles, then by Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 the result 
follows. Assume, G2 is loopless and every pair of cycles intersect. 
If a legitimate rolling can be performed on G2, then G2 has a vertex whose star 
is not a cocircuit, a contradiction. If a legitimate unrolling can be performed on 
G2, then G2 has a balloon B. But the star of every vertex of B is a cocircuit of 
B(G2) if and only if the unique cycle of B is a loop. Since G2 is loopless, no 
legitimate unrollings can be performed. If a legitimate rotation can be performed, 
then there exists a vertex of G2 that is contained in every cycle. But then the star 
of this vertex is not a cocircuit, a contradiction. Therefore Gz is obtained from Gr 
by a sequence of replacements. As observed G2 can have no balloons. So the 
theorem follows from Lemma 5.3. 
Now consider the case when the star of some vertex of G2 is not a cocircuit. By 
Lemma 4.4 there exists a graph G; such that B(G;)=B(G,) and the star of every 
vertex of G; is a cocircuit. Moreover, G; is obtained G2 by a sequence of rollings 
and contractions. Thus, Gi has a loop. Therefore by Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 
5.2 there exists a matrix N; that is row-equivalent to A such that N; is a generalized- 
incidence matrix of G;. 
Let e be an edge that is a loop of G;, but not of G2. Suppose e is incident to u 
in G;, and u and u in G2. By Lemma 4.4 (and its proof) there exists a cocircuit D 
contained in stG;(u)U {e} that contains e. Therefore there exists a vector w in the 
row space of N; having support D. Let r,, be the row of Ni corresponding to u. 
Clearly, there exists some scalar I such that the matrix N;, obtained from N; by 
replacing ru by ru + A w, has full row rank and is a generalized-incidence matrix of 
the graph obtained from G; by redefining the incidence relation of e so that e joins 
u and u. Continuing in this way, a full-row-rank matrix N2 that is generalized- 
incidence matrix of G2 and is row-equivalent to N; (and thus to A) can be ob- 
tained. 0 
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Gl G2 
Fig. I. 
By combining Theorem 5.4 and Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 the following result is 
obtained. 
Theorem 5.5. Let G,, . . . , G, be r-equivalent graphs such that B(G,) is connected. 
Then there exist row-equivalent matrices N,, . . . , Nt such that N, is a representation 
of B(G,) and a generalized-incidence matrix of Gi . 
Theorem 5.4 is not true if “r-equivalent” is replaced by “b-equivalent” as shown 
by the following example. 
Example 5.6. Let 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 
A= r -3 
-3 -3 4 0 0 
4 0 0 7 3 . 
0 0 -1 3 3 2 
Then M(A) is bicircular with graph representations Gr and Gz shown in Fig. 
choosing N, =A, the hypothesis of Theorem 5.4 are satisfied. The star of 
7. By 
every 
vertex of G2 is a cocircuit, and so by Proposition 5.1 there exists a unique T such 
that TA is a generalized-incidence matrix of G,. The matrix T is computed, as in 
the proof of Proposition 5.1, to be 
which is singular. 0 
6. Remarks 
(1) Let A, and A, be matrices such that M(A,) =M(A2). Cunningham [2] conjec- 
tured the following: there exists a nonsingular matrix T such that TA, has the same 
nonzero pattern as Al. This conjecture is known to be true for binary matroids; 
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see, e.g. Bixby and Cunningham [l]. A counterexample for the non-binary case is 
given by Example 5.6. Choose A, =A and A, to be the generalized-incidence 
matrix of G2 given by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. A counterexample has also been 
found by S. Halfin. 
(2) In a subsequent paper we will give a polynomial-time algorithm that for a 
given bicircular matroid M(A) produces a nonsingular matrix T and a graph G such 
that TA is a generalized-incidence matrix for G and B(G) = M(A), assuming such 
a T and G exist. The algorithm is based on many of the results of this paper. A dif- 
ferent algorithm for the same problem has been developed in the series of papers 
by Shull, Orlin, Shuchat and Gardner [S, 91, and Shull, Shuchat, Orlin and Gardner 
[lo]. Their algorithm yields as a by-product Theorem 4.11. Moreover, they in- 
dependently proved Theorem 5.4. 
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